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The Reviewer Says—

'Command Decision'
Is Liked by Audience

No. 5

Solicitation For WSSF
Will Begin Tomorrow

By Cooper Morcock
"Command Decision," a recent Broadway hit, was presented by DramaTech in the auditorium of Spring Street School on Friday and Saturday
nights of last week. Although the first performance did not get a full house
because of conflicting events such as the Miami Triad dance and the lecture
by Dr. Overton at the YMCA, the
second performance was sold out well ence feel that the colonel really existahead of time. The audiences included ed, and his death as related through
Tech students, faculty members, and messages was felt as an actual loss of
(Continued on page 5)
many friends of students.
Serious Drama
This was the first serious drama
presented by DramaTech this year.
"Room Service," a hilarious comedy,
The Engineers' Week Dance
was well-received last quarter, but
Committee has announced that
many students wondered whether a
photographs of entries for the
serious play would go over so well.
annual Engineers' Week Beauty
Before the play had been under way
Contest are now being accepted
five minutes, it was evident that the
at the information desk in the
audience was going to give "ComAdministration building. A pormand Decision" its whole-hearted aptrait and two snapshots of each
proval.
entry should be submitted. The
The feature of the play which
top four entries in the contest,
created the most comment among the
together with beauty queens from
members of the audience was the skill
nine colleges and universities,
with which the actors handled their
will form the Beauty Court for
parts. Many men present had had exthe annual Engineers' Ball, and
periences during the recent war which
one
will be crowned "Queen of
closely parallelled the action on the
Engineers' Week" at the ball.
stage, and they greeted with delight
the many situations and remarks
which were so typical of the military
services.
Outstanding Performance
Otto Morris gave an outstanding
performance as General Dennis, the
commanding officer of the bombardment division, who was trying desperThe following freshmen are new
ately to complete "Operation Stitch" initiates of Phi Eta Sigma, freshman
against factories producing a new honorary society: George W. Adams,
German jet fighter before the weather Charles C. Almon, Thomas L. Alnutt,
closed in again. Morris had the long- Jr., Jan List Boal, Donald C. Bogue,
est and most difficult part in the play, Adrian D. Bolch, Jr., Donald A. Campand his performance set the key of bell, Dennis Carlin. Jr., Virgil C.
the entire drama.
Chew, Andrew J. Cooper, III, Albert
The part of Sergeant Evans con- E. Cunningham, Robert C. Dajicy, Jr.,
tributed most of the comedy. Evans, Jerry D. Davidson, Julian Lee Dunlap,
played by Charlie Cooper, was the Forest L. Fowler, Jr.,
general's aide, who had a not-too-elite
Donald Howie Gordon, Thomas R.
opinion of generals and other "brass." Grimes, Jr., Sidney E. Hawkins, Glenn
Cooper was an excellent choice for F. Kirk, Earl L. Lauber, Clarence R.
the role. He is a newcomer to Drama- Lecroy, Frank B. Liddell, Salvador A.
Tech.
Liz, Faethon D. Mangriotis, James H.
Two Characters
Mauldin, Jack D. McAllister, Vernon
Besides the vacillating General J. McMillan, John G. Moss,
Kane, played by Tony Pellegrino, and
Roy M. Mundorff, Jr., Robert B.
War Correspondent B r o c k h u r s t ,
Nelson, William S. Ostrander, Richhandled by Jim Watkins, the mostard W. Phelps, Charles E. Quental,
easily-remembered characters probEdward D. Smith, William A. Strange,
ably were two who appeared late in
Jr., Gladstone A. Teasley, Allen B.
the play—Congressman Malcolm, a
Walls, Edward F. Ward.
typical back-country politician, and
Phi Eta Sigma was organized as
Captain George Washington Cula
freshman honorary society on
pepper Lee, a rather drunk flyer.
Stuart Ridenour portrayed the pre- March 22, 1923, at the University of
tentious and portly politico, and Hugh Illinois, in order to encourage and reward high scholastic attainment
Mercer was cast as Captain Lee.
One feature which gave the Drama- among college freshmen. Since its
Tech production such a feeling of establishment, the worth of such an
reality was the excellent work of Bob organization has been recognized in
Hutton as Colonel Ted Martin, group colleges and universities throughout
commander. Hutton made the audi- the United States. Phi Eta Sigma
now consists of seventy-one chapters
with over thirty thousand members.
The Tech chapter of Phi Eta Sigma
was founded in 1930 and has since
Tau Beta Pi will have a
been active in various phases of colsmoker to entertain all eligible,
lege life at Tech. The society prointerested juniors and seniors in
vides pamphlets on "How To Study"
the YMCA Auditorium on Thurswhich are given to incoming freshday, February 23, at 7 p.m. Senmen during orientation week.
iors who are not March graduates
Phi Eta Sigma awards a cup to the
and are in the upper one-eighth
freshman who attains the highest
scholastically are eligible for conaverage during his first quarter at
sideration, and juniors in the upTech, and it also provides the inper one-tenth are eligible.
firmary with reading matter.
All juniors and seniors are reThe requirements for membership
quested to bring a small identito Phi Eta Sigma are scholastic only.
fication photograph, which will be
Any freshman with a 3.5 average or
given to the society to aid in the
better for his first quarter or for the
consideration of new initiates.
first year may qualify for initiation.

Beauty Contest

New Initiates Named
By Phi Eta Sigma,
Freshman Honorary

Tail Beta Pi

President Van Leer
Will Speak Thursday
A boutTechFacilities
On Thursday, February 23, President Blake R. Van Leer will speak
at the I n d u s t r i a l Engineering
Seminar on the subject of the proposed plans for plant facilities at
Tech. President Van Leer will explain the present plans for the proposed plant facilities and will discuss
the problems which confront a project
of this type. The subject should be of
interest to those who are concerned
about the future development of the
Tech campus, and those who are interested in the industrial planning
side. The seminar is open to all who
care to attend, regardless of school
or department.
Held Weekly
The seminar is held weekly, and attendance is entirely voluntary. It is
completely run and supervised by students, with election of officers conducted by the students. The present
chairman is Andy Morrow. The
seminar has as guests various speakers who .present talks on current
topics of both general and industrial
importance.

Volunteer Teams Will Collect
Donations by Students, Faculty
By Ben Martin
Tomorrow marks the opening of the World Student Service Fund campaign on the Tech campus. Contributions will be solicited from all members
of the student body and the faculty by volunteer teams composed of Tech
students during the period between February 22 and March 8. The Georgia
Tech World Student Fund functions
for the purpose of promoting world
peace, international friendship and
professional competence by making it
possible for several outstanding stuPresident Van Leer will hold a dents from other nations to attend the
reception at his home for the mem- school. While the students attend
bers of the freshman class Sunday, Georgia Tech they are guests of the
February 26, from four to six in the student body and faculty, and repreafternoon. Personal invitations from sent their nations as they study here.
President Van Leer have already been
Must Share Activities
put in the boxes of all members of
Candidates considered for scholarthe freshman class.
President and Mrs. Van Leer would ships to Tech under the World Stulike to entertain as many freshmen dent Fund must be good scholastically,
as possible. They also would like for but they also must be willing to spend
freshmen to bring their wives or dates an appreciable part of their time and
to the reception. To greet the fresh- energy in associating with the stumen, there will be a receiving line dents and sharing their activities.

Reception on Sunday
Will Honor Freshmen

composed of the various deans and
their wives. After meeting the members of the receiving line, the students
will be served refreshments.
Before moving into his new home
President Van Leer was unable to
carry out his wishes to meet the students first-hand. This year, however,
he has been able to do so, and already
The meeting will be held in the IE has had receptions at his new home
building from 12:00 to 1:00 p. m. for the senior, junior, and sophomore
classes.
on February 23.

Specific qualifications for scholarship recipients include the following:
excellent character, reasonable health,
above average scholarship ability, and
proficiency in both oral and written
English. In addition, the scholarships
are available only to men whose
academic interest lies in one of the
fields in which degrees are offered at
Georgia Tech. The student must be
able to qualify for junior, s*enior, or
graduate standings

Five Students
A goal of five thousand dollars
has been set for the Georgia Tech
World Student Fund. This would
make it possible to grant scholarships
to five students. Seventy-five percent
of the money contributed at Georgia
By Wally Gambill
Tech will be spent to put exchange
It has been announced by Professor W. B. Johns, head of the Me- students on our campus, with twentychanics Department, that beginning in the fall quarter a Master's degree in five percent going to the World StuEngineering Mechanics will be offered at Georgia Tech. Professor Hill, who dent Service Fund.
will be in charge of this graduate work, states that it might possibly be
A system has been devised under
begun this summer, depending upon
much new equipment, including a which contributions will be solicited
student demand. Four quarters of
Tinius-Olsen Plastiversal testing ma- through the mail. The plan is to have
graduate work will be required to obchine for compression-tension study students fill out post cards that will
tain the degree, although it will be
with various materials, and a Bald- be mailed to their parents. A letter
possible for an exceptional student to
win Universal fatigue-testing ma- will then be sent to the parents with
complete the requirements in three
chine.
a contribution form and business requarters.
The candidate, for the Master's de- ply envelope enclosed. The "Mail
At the present time only a few
Solicitation Division" of the Georgia
schools in the country specialize in gree in applied mechanics, now recogTech World Student Fund is under
this field. These include Cornell, nized as one of the branches of engithe supervision of Cuyler Gunn.
Illinois, M.I.T., Michigan, and V.P.I. neering, is required to take enough
Promises Not Solicited
Michigan grants an undergraduate work in its several branches to
acquire a reasonable grasp of of them
degree in engineering mechanics.
Premises of contributions at a later
but is expected to pursue one of the
Full Standing
date are not being accepted for record
For admission to full graduate branches more thoroughly and acquire purposes, and "In-Kind" contributions
standing the student must submit a proficiency in it, either by writing a will not be solicited during the camfirst course in differential equations, thesis or working special problems\ paign. After the total of the cash
In all cases a unified program of contributions has been determined,
which is Math 301 at the present, but
which will become Math 305 next fall; study leading to an acceptable "In-Kind" contributions will be reand Mechanics 423, in addition to the achievement in one branch must be quested as needed.
usual requirements of the graduate submitted and approved. All candiTwo students are attending Tech
dates are required to take at least
school.
A total of seventeen advanced nine hours of advanced mathematics through the medium of World Student
courses will be offered, ranging from at the level of the 400-series or Service Fund scholarships now. They
are Max Baecher and Johnny War is.
advanced statics to relaxation meth- higher.
Depending upon the branch of spe- The Tech World Student Fund
ods. These do not include the thesis,
seminar, and special problems. The cialization, a candidate will take at organization expresses the hope that
staff will include Professors F . M. least six hours of one of the follow- through the generosity of the students,
Hill, K. H. Henley, J. C. Durden, ing: advanced fluid mechanics at 600- many more outstanding students may
B. L. Brown, J. Mandelker, and R. K. series level; electricity at 400-series |*be brought from other countries to
level or higher; thermodynamics and
Jacobs.
this school, and that they may be
A researoh laboratory for the grad- heat transfer at 600-series level; light helped in understanding America and
at
400-series
level;
and
metallurgy
uate work is located in the basement
its way of life, while students here
of the Mechanics building. Professor and metallography at 400-series level
get an insight to their country and
K. H. Henley will be in charge of or higher.
At least one course at the 600-series its viewpoint through contact with
this new lab, which contains an airthem.
(Continued on page 2)
conditioned photoelasticity section and

Tech Mechanics Department
Will Offer Master's Degree
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Limited Number of Engineers
To Get Research Internships
This year for the first time, a limited number of research-minded science
and engineering graduates will be appointed Aeronautical Research Interns
at the laboratories of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Applicants will be selected on the basis of their standing in a nationwide
examination to be conducted by a
Board of U. S. Civil Service Ex- centers of NACA. At the Langley Laboratory near Hampton, Viraminers.
ginia, research will be performed
Applications to Langley
on aerodynamics, propulsion systems,
Applications for the examination
aircraft structures, mechanical and
must be received by the Board of
electronic instrumentation, and aeroU. S. Civil Service Examiners,
nautical theory. At the Ames LaboraNACA, Langley Field, Virginia, not
tory, Moffett Field, California, the
later than February 28, and must be
fields of interest will be aerodynamics,
made by filing card Form 5000-AB.
mechanical and electronic research inThese may be obtained from any first
strumentation, and a e r o n a u t i c a l
or second class post office, the U. S.
theory, while at the Lewis Laboratory
Civil Service Commission in Washin Cleveland, the subjects for work
ington, any of its regional offices, or
will be aerodynamics, propulsion systhe Langley Board. The times and
tems, engine structures, metallic maplaces where the written test will be
terials, ceramic materials, fuels, comgiven will be announced to applicants
bustion, solid state physics, mechanilater.
cal research instrumentation, elecCandidates to be Appointed
tronic research instrumentation, and
Successful candidates winning pro- aeronautical theory.
bational appointment as aeronautical
Must Have Degree
research interns will actively assist
in the performance of research leadCandidates for the examination
ing to the advancement of the must have successfully completed a
frontiers of knowledge of the aero- full four-year course in an accredited
nautical sciences. In this work, they college or university, leading to a
will have not only an opportunity to bachelor's degree with major in
work with some of the nation's top physics, chemistry, metallurgy, or an
aeronautical scientists, using research appropriate branch of engineering
equipment ranked among the finest (aeronautical, civil, ceramic, chemical,
and most complete in the world, but electrical, mechanical, or metallurgithey will be expected to continue their cal). This course must be completed
studies under guidance of their super-1 by June 30, 1950.
visors.
Salary is $3,100 per year. Veteran's
Assignment of the interns will be preference is given, provided other
to the three principal research position requirements are met.
A Complete

Line of

ALLEN'S CAFE

"NEW"

HAS MOVED TO A
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TUXEDOS
and
FORMAL DRESS SUITS
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Other Colleges Say—

(Continued from page 1)
a friend.
Authentic Portrayal
Another authentic personality was
the medical officer, Major Dayhuff,
played by Al Conway. He looked just
like- a medic should, older than the
other officers of his rank and capable
but not excessively military.
The make-up, handled by Hayne
Palmour, was one of the surprises of
the whole production. A picture published before the play was presented
gave the impression that the elderly
generals were going to look about
thirty years too young; consequently,
the actors with their skillful makeup
made quite an impression.
The main prop on the stage had no
doors or windows, making it impossible for the man pulling the light
switches to see what was happening.
The difficulty was solved by stationing
a man outside the auditorium doors
to watch the lighting and call for the
desired lights over a telephone. Wire
for the arrangement is said to have
come from the Army, and the Navy is
supposed to own the telephone headset. Such Army-Navy cooperation to
produce a play about the Air Force
should make headlines in Washington.
Profanity Questioned
Some members of the audience
questioned the profanity w h i c h
popped up at intervals in the play,
although the audience as a whole
seemed to approve of the naturalistic
presentation. DramaTech stuck strictly to the script and did not attempt
to adorn it or censor it.
Prior to presentation of "Command Decision," DramaTech advertised the play extensively with
posters and exhibits of Air Force
equipment, and also took advantage
of the flights of planes from Marietta
and Savannah made in connection
with the picture, "Twelve O'Clock
High."
The roles of the other members of
the cast were as a whole well done.
Very few hesitations over lines were
noticed. Mrs. Nell Ivey, director of
the play, and all the members of
DramaTech are to be congratulated
upon a first-rate performance.
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Michigan Lad Depicts Cow;
Sex Life Prevalent at Yale
By Henry Oakley
A portion of an essay written by a ten year old boy was published in
the Michigan State News. The topic was "A Beast." The beast he chose was
a cow. "The cow is a mamal. It has six sides—right, left, and upper and
below. At the back it has a tail on which it hangs a brush. With this it
sends the flies away so that they do |
not fall into the milk. The head is group.
* * *
so that the mouth can be somewhere.
The Florida Flambeau contained an
The mouth is to moo with. Under the
cow hangs the milk. When people article which claimed cheating is
milk, the milk comes and there is chiefly caused by competition. This
never an end to the supply. How the chief cause for dishonesty leads to
cow does it, I have not realized, but it unfair practices in which it causes
makes more and more. The cow has students overly interested in excelling
a fine sense of smell; one can smell to resort to dishonest means in order
it far away. This is the reason for to obtain . . . grade rewards. Possible
fresh air in the country."—The boy remedies include a review before and
after examinations, prompt return of
got an "A" for style.
papers, alternate seating arrange* * *
ments, a review of the subject of disThe Harvard Crimson reported on
honest practice before each test, and
a poll taken at Yale. The poll was not
an honest attempt to play fair with
primarily a sex sampler although sev- the student.
eral questions inclined toward that
• • •
topic were included. To the question
"It
ain't
necessarily
so just because
"Have you had sexual intercourse?"
49 percent of the Yalies reported yes you see it with your own eyes," quips
and 51 percent said no. Another a feature writer of the Ohio State
query, "Would you marry a girl who Lantern commenting on the Univeryou knew was not a virgin?" A sity's new visual demonstration center.
staunch 65 percent said yes, only 8 Among purposes of the laboratory la
percent said no, while 27 percent were study of how eyes and brain work toon the femce. The final question per- gether to fool us. Black is white, grey
taining to sex was "Would you prefer Is red and green, and small is large
to marry a girl with whom you have in the new laboratory. However the
had sexual intercourse experimenta- purpose of the experiments is not to
tion?" That produced the greatest befuddle the curious but to study the
variation of opinion, with 22 percent subconscious of normal people as
saying yes, 45 percent saying no and Freud studied that of the abnormal.
33 percent hedging. Another point of The lab is one of three in the country;
interest brought out by the poll was others are at Dartmouth college and
the fact that only one out of four Princeton University.
Departments which will use the labYalies has a car although more than
half come from families having in- oratory range from education to fine
arts. In education, it will be used to
comes over $10,000 a year.
find out how people learn and how
* * *
their past experiences affect the proThe Michigan Daily says that cess. Psychologists will use it to study
youth and modern music go hand in the subconscious mind. The apparatus
hand. Young people have been found will show fine arts students the imto appreciate contemporary music more portance of "one eye" approach to
readily. Anyone usually likes what he painting by showing how much difknows and the older people — who ferently we see with one eye.
were brought up on the classics,
aren't as ready to accept the new
music as easily as the younger generation. More and more people have
(Continued from page 1)
come to know and like string quartet level is required in each of the followmusic, and today, it is really quite ing categories elasticity, dynamics,
popular throughout the country. The vibration, elastic stability, and engionly way to get to know and like neering materials research.
chamber music is to listen to, but
The thesis in the course will reprelisten to it as chamber music—to be sent some kind of research. If the
played by strings with unembellished thesis is not elected, the candidate
melody. In a quartet, one must be as must take at least six hours of special
good as a soloist and also have the problems in Mechanics 701-2-3, repregift of subserving personality for the senting laboratory or library research.

Mechanics—

g r e s h a m's
orchids a specialty at $3.00 and up
liberal discount on group orders

g r e s nha m s f l o r i s t
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Powell, Wallace Victorious
In Annual Bridge Tourney

Nine students in the Architecture
Department received prizes totaling
$150 for designs for the improvement
of Broad Street between Mitchell and
Garnett Streets. The prizes were
given to the school by an anonymous
donor. These designs were drawn in
Professor D. J. Edwards class of
Architecture 403.

The final round of the Georgia Tech Third Annual Contract Bridge Tournament was held Saturday at the Tech YMCA with a top twenty-four bridge
players on campus competing. The championship was won by Raymond
Wallace and Fred Powell, with a score of 65V2 match points. Wallace is a
junior in the Physics Department
Powell is a senior in the School of John Bass and Bob Congleton repreTextile Engineering. This is the sec- sented Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
ond time the championship has been Prizes for fourth place consisted of
won by Powell, and the first time ever two double decks of Kem cards from
Davison's. They will be divided as
to be won twice by one person.
Wallace represented the Delta will the ACBL match points. Their
Sigma Phi fraternity, and Powell the score was 57% match points. CongleCallaway ISO unit. Both Powell and ton is a junior in the Physics departWallace are members of the Bridge ment, and Bass a junior ME.
The hands for the tournament were
Club and the Band. Powell is president of the Bridge Club and Wallace dealt by the players themselves in
is vice-president, and according to the first round of play. Every pair
Powell "the slowest bridge player played against every other pair in
ever born." They receive the Chip the tournament. A total of twenty-two
Robert Trophy for the Georgia Tech hands were played, with Mrs. Marchampionship, two full ASBL master garet Wagar, world's champion bridge
points, an a ten dollar wool sweater player, and Mr. Don Daniel, Atlanta
expert, s c o r i n g and officiating
each from Muses.
throughout.
Second Place Winners
Qualifying Rounds
Second place was won by Paul G.
The top four pairs are to play set
Barnett and John Beach with 6 3 ^
match points. Both are seniors in the hands this week-end in the southern
IM department. Beach represented intercollegiate qualifying rounds. All
the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity and four top pairs from Tech are competBarnett the Kappa Sigma fraternity. ing*m an equal basis. However, only
They receive the Margaret Wagar one pair can be selected from any one
trophy, one full ACBL master point school. Two pairs will be selected
each, and a ten dollar gift certificate from the southern district, composed
of nine states and forty-five colleges.
from Rich's each.
Third place was won by Tom Jen- Those two pairs will receive an allkins and Don Judd, with 62% match expense trip to Chicago to compete
points. They represented Beta Theta in the N a t i o n a l Intercollegiate
Pi fraternity. Jenkins is a sophomore Tournament on April 21 and 22.
Tech has a fine record of sending
IE and Judd a junior in the School of
(Continued on page 8)
Ceramic Engineering. Judd is also

The designs were judged by the
Special Board of Judges on February
6. The top designs were selected at
that time.

Dorm Applications
^

Porto Rico, famed trainer of Yellow Jacket gridiron machines for
more than forty years, is shown here in a familiar pose. He is now convalescing at Grady Hospital after a delicate surgical operation.

The Housing Office is now accepting dormitory applications
for the spring quarter. Students
who are not living in a dormitory
at the present time but who desire a room for the spring quarter must submit an application to
the Housing Office, 1 0 8 Knowles
building, prior to February 2 5 .
Any applications received after
that date will not be considered
until after the initial assignments
. are made.

Beloved Trainer of Footballers
Resting Well Following Surgery

Tech Group Begins
Survey of Industry

one years of continued service to
Tech, he has served under three school
presidents and three coaches. All of
them hold his highest acclaim.
The name Porto was given to
Hames in 1910. That year Coach John
Heisman sent Charlie Porter up to
th B old textile building (where the
athletic equipment was stored at that
time) to get a "horse-collar." Charlie took Hames along to help look
for the desired article. Over an hour
later they reported back with the collar. Coach Heisman kidded Charlie
about taking so long to find it and
Charlie, being nobody's fool, passed
the buck to Hames. Coach Heisman
saw through the shifting of blame
and told Hames that since he was to
be Charlie Porter's sidekick he needed a suitable name. And so, taking
Charlie's last name, Hames Whitehead was christened "Porto Rico"
which was later shortened to "Porto."
When once questioned about which
was Tech's best team and who was
Tech's best athlete, Porto replied
that the team of 1928 was best he had
ever seen and that Doug Wycoff was
the top athlete.

Attention, I. M.'s
All Industrial Management students who consider themselves
eligible for membership in the
Industrial Management Society
should secure application blanks
from Mrs. Virginia A. Chastain
in the Industrial Management
office and return them by Wednesday of this week. To be eligible
a student must have completed
145 hours and must have a 2.6
point average.
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Students Win Prizes
In Designing Streets;
Giver Is Anonymous

Award Winners
Prizes of $25 were received by Max
D. Baecher, Roy E. Forehad, Albert
5. James, and George S. Yates. Travis
E. Smith, Jr., Phillip Levy, Jr., Logan
B. Dixon, Jr., William B. Weatherly,
Jr., and William S. Posten, each received a prize of $10.

^ Hames Whitehead, better known to the student body as Porto, had a
delicate operation at Grady Hospital on Friday, February 10. Tech's famous colored trainer is doing well and is in high spirits. Porto plans to return
to his "boys" as soon as he is physically able.
Porto's history at Tech dates back
Tech misses the familiar face of
to 1909 when a young colored lad came
to work for the Georgia Tech Athle- Porto, and hopes that he will soon
tic Association. Porto was twenty- again be back to start on his second
three at the time. During his forty- forty years of service.

GEORGIA

The Public Relations Department
has announced that Tech is making
a survey of Georgia industry and
business in an effort to improve employment prospects of college graduates and at the same time to see
what can be done to improve the type
of courses taught at the institute. In
the survey a request is made for comments regarding the problems now
arising as employment levels off at a
time when college enrollments remain
high.

sports editor of The Technique. They
receive one-half match point each, a
table model lighter each from the
College Inn, and a sport shirt each
from Zachry's.
Tie Is Broken
Fourth place was tied between Congleton-Bass and Stringer-Stringer.
However, for the purpose of selecting
the top four from Tech to play in the
southern tourney, the tie was broken
by a board match with Bass and
Congleton winning eleven boards to
the Stringers' eight—three were tied.

COX MUSIC SHOP
Latest with the HITS on Decca,
RCA-Victor, Columbia and
Capitol
VOICE AND PIANO
RECORDING
SHEET MUSIC
1 6 1 Peachtree Street
MAin 2 3 7 8

Suggestions Desired
Suggestions are also being requested concerning what the colleges should
do to meet the situation, what the
high schools should do, and what can
be done by business and industry.
Members of the Associated Industries
of Georgia and other business organizations are cooperating in the survey.
The results will be made available
to educational and business organizations when completed.
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The campus drive for funds for the Georgia Tech World Student Fund and the
World Student Service Fund begins tomorrow. Of the one hundred seventy-two universities, colleges, and schools in the ten
southeastern states which contributed to
the fund during the last two years, eleven
exceeded Tech's contribution in the 19471948 campaign and four exceeded Tech's
contribution in 1948-1949. Our quota for
this year has been set at five thousand dollars, the amount necessary to bring five
students here to study.
We Like the Plans
We like the campaign plans presented
by the committee this year much better
than those used last year. Last year the
plans centered around a competition among
the various fraternities and organizations
wherein the goal for each group was determined by multiplying the number of
members by $2.50. A student who belonged
to a number ot organizations felt in some
cases that he was expected to contribute
$2.50 to each organization to which he belonged. Consequently a certain amount of
hostility existed toward the campaign.
This year contributions will be obtained
by personal solicitation of students by students and of faculty members by other
faculty members. The details of the campaign appeared in the lead story in last
Friday's paper. The quota this year calls
for each student to contribute one day's
expenses. But now let's take a look at the
World Student Service Fund.

WHO'S NEXT DON

?

A READER DRAWS
Tolan pictures the editor as a Don Quixote battling
The cartoon which appears above is,
within our memory, the first letter to the
editor which has ever appeared in the form
of a cartoon. It's an unusual and unique
way of replying to an editorial. On the
back of the drawing which was deposited
in The Technique box Saturday was the
following short note:
Editor of Technique:
Please run the drawing on the other
side of this page in the "Letters to the
Editor Column."
John H. Tolan.
P. S. And thanks for the idea.
P. P. S. Run it Tuesday, Feb. 21, 1950,
if possible.
The reason for the cartoon's appearance
is, of course, the editorial entitled "Petty
Complaints" which appeared in last Fri-day's paper. The editorial chided Mr.
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Difficulty Lies in Greed
WSSF was organized in 1937 when the
need of students in China first became critical. Its activities were extended to Europe
when war broke out there in 1939. It is the
American over-all student relief organization sponsored and actively supported by
Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant groups
alike. It and organizations in the more fortunate nations of the world comprise World
Student Relief, an international student
agency dedicated to the individual rehabilition of students and teachers. The rebuilding of university buildings, libraries,
and laboratories, requiring millions of dollars of capital outlay, is not possible under
the limited budget. The rebuilding of
human lives is.
There are five main phases in the program: aid in food, aid in providing shelter,
aid in providing medical care, aid in books

and equipment, aid through study grants.
One-fourth of the funds raised here on the
campus will go to WSSF and thence to aid
students and teachers throughout the world
in these five ways. The other three-fourths
will be kept here and will be administered
by a student-faculty committee to provide
study-grants bringing foreign students to
Tech. Thus the funds serve a two-fold purpose. Not only do they provide life's necessities to those still suffering from the effects
of war, but they also make available scholarships in this country where these students
not only may receive a democratic education but also may see how our brand of
democracy is put into action—and works.
Organized in 1937
A group of psychiatrists recently, in some
of their studies as to the causes of the
troubles of the world, deducted that mankind's difficulty lay in his greed, in his mistrust, his looking not forward, but from
side to side for fear of being exploited by
his neighbors. A Man some 2000 years ago
set forth these ideas and the rewards of
following a righteous path. If now the
psychiatrists, these scientists of the mind,
finally have come to the same conclusion,
perhaps more of us, no matter what our
religious faith, will be able to see the practicality of helping others, of being our
brother's keeper, and will actually do something about it. We have but to look at
history to see the futility of our hands-off
and hand-in-pocket attitude of the past.
Not Based on Emotion
The drive is not based on an emotional
appeal. It is not simply another moneymaking campaign designed to get one to
drop some money into the pot without
thinking. This is not a proposition whereby
one can pay so much and have something
Jianded to him in return. It is rather, an
investment—an investment in peace and in
the future of the world. It pays dividends
which cannot be measured in material values but which pay off in a peaceful future.
The path for us to follow seems quite
obvious; the price is cheap. MIT brought
ninety-one students there to sudy in 1948.
So it can be done by a group of student
engineers viewing the problem from the
standpoint of pure engineering economy.
Consider the facts; consider the risks; consider the dividends; give.
We can hardly afford to do less.
-DWU.

windmills.

Tolan and other Student Council members
for cluttering up council meetings with
minor complaints arising primarily from
individual idiosyncrasies.
So Councilman Tolan has compared the
editor with Cervantes! Don Quixote astride
his trusty nag, Rosinante, and battling continually against windmills. He has labelled
three of the windmill arms with the names
of three individuals who have already received the chastisement of the editor. The
fourth arm possesses a question mark. The
question in Mr. Tolan's mind is "Who will
rate the honor of his name on the fourth
arm?"
. We suggest that he, as well as- the rest
of the students, read "The South's Liveliest College Newspaper" and find out.
-DWU.
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The W.S.S.F. drive begins tomorrow. Consider the facts:
consider the risks; consider tlie dividends; GIVE.
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A Forgotten Department
Students frequently overlook the Social Sciences Department.
(Because we feel that quite frequently the Social Science Department is overlooked
when students choose electives, we shall carry during the remaining weeks of this
quarter a number of feature stories concerning courses offered in that department.
The introductory article, written by Professor Glenn N. Sisk, head of the department,
appears here.)
An educated man has to be trained in all must be educated if he is to stand the best
aspects of his life. The untrained or par- chance of success. They may also have
tially trained person is only partially alive. sensed that society is interested in their
That is, he is deprived of appreciative con- making a success of marriage, because sotact with those areas of life in which he is ciety's welfare is at stake in the success of
its marriages.
not trained.
The General Education movement repreSince the decline of the classical stage
in education, we have "gone off the deep sents the most recent effort to develop a
end" with vocation-technical education and modern system of training the well-rounded
the "cafeteria" or elective system to the man. It is, in a sense, the old Renaissance
point where we have endangered the per- ideal. The Social Sciences (and there are
sonal and social welfare of our people. Wit- several of them) occupy one of the most
ness the lag between technology (including important spots in this program. Governthe atomic bomb) and society's ability to ment, industry, the mind, the club, love,
marriage, religion, morals, education, our
control human passions.
background, international relations, war,
People do better at love, marriage, sports, city life, rural life, community and regional
music, art, religion, club and civic activi- plannnig, social ills, these and many more
ties, and the complexities of city life when are the areas of scientific study in the social
they are trained in these aspects of life. sciences. They are remarkably exact and
"Prof, what the hell's the use of taking" reliable considering their human complexianything besides math and engineering, a ties. Try them. They are also intensely inquery frequently heard on the Tech cam- teresting.
pus in by-gone days, was a reflection of
The Social Sciences Department is here
rank ignorance. Upon hearing Dr. Grace
Overton's lectures, many of our students to help you gain knowledge in some of
waked up to the fact, if they did not al- these areas. Its job is to work with you to
ready know it, that love and marriage are fill the ever vital need of educating those
highly complex aspects of life in which one human beings known as engineers,
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PEACE PROPOSALS

ATLANTA,

The Prospects of War
Shows Us The Need
For A United Europe

GEORGIA

5

Unions in the Southland
Some Reasons for Failure of Southern Unions

Perhaps nowhere in the United States has the American labor moveThe prospect of a war with wea- ment had so much trouble establishing itself than in the South. While labor
such as the atomic bomb or the unions are an accepted fact in the North and West, Southerners still believe
The Quakers answer some of the people9s questions. pons
H-bomb has become so frightening that unions are not to be trusted. This distrust appears to be deep-rooted
Can the battle for power between the United States of America and that the average individual might in the southern mind despite the fact Tenn., Marion, N. C. and at Gastonia,
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics end peacefully? That is the burning automatically refuse to seriously con- that organized labor could probably N. C. These strikes had little or no
benefit the south in many ways.
question of the day. Many groups and individuals think not. The Quakers sider the results of such a conflict.
Labor unions have a fairly long organization, they just "began." Since
Have two wars taught the way to
in their Quaker Peace Proposal think that it can end peacefully. In a report
the AF of L did not bother to get
a peaceful world? Have we learned history in the south, mostly unsucissued by them they give reason for
organizers to the strike scene, Comare
trying
to
remain
independent
of
cessful.
Strikes
were
occurring
as
that
the
way
to
avoid
war
is
merely
to
thinking so and also give concrete
munists seized this opportunity and
either
power
bloc.
early
as
the
1880's,
and
the
Farmer's
make more and better weapons than
suggestions as to how this can be
If we were to check the voting in we think, and hope, other possible Alliance and the Knights of Labor moved in. These strikes were doomed
brought about.
to failure because of the surplus labor
One of the first facts brought out the general assembly of the U.N. aggressor nations have? Eventually, were beginning to organize about that in the South. The Southern individwe
would
find
most
of
the
smaller
time.
Between
1898
and
1902,
the
the
cost
of
such
a
solution
would
be
by the Quakers is that many people
ualists saw nothing wrong in becomthroughout the world are confirmed countries not under the influence of a terrific drain from the economy of National United Textile Worker's ing a strikebreaker. Because the
one
of
the
big
powers
have
continualUnion,
AFL,
was
being
organized
and
any nation, even if successfully keepCommunists who belive that the presentered the South. At one time this strikes upset the composure of most
ent conditions in the world today ly abstained from voting on nearly ing an unstable peace.
all
major
political
issues.
organization had some 235 nominal of the South, there was vigorous op^
But
there
is
still
the
glowing
hope
make Communism a necessity. There
Southern locals. These organizations position to the strikers. As was eviIndia's
Prime
Minister
Nehru
sumof
an
effective
world
government
that
are also many people who feel demowere
unsuccessful, however, and they dent when it began, the strike failed
cracy as practiced in these United med up the belief of many small na- could eliminate the basic causes of
had to retire from the region. The to help the workers.
States must be the final result of our tions when he said, "India could not war. It seems logical that to attain
The workers tried again in 1934,
NUTW left in 1902, returned for an
such
a
world
government,
attention
align
herself
with
power
blocs
hostile
efforts if peace and prosperity are to
unsuccessful strike in 1913, and had and again they were unsuccessful.
should
be
given
to
the
area
which
has
to
one
another.
India's
foreign
policy
rule.
The South had, in its characteristic
,very little strength thereafter.
From the above realizations we is not one of neutrality but a positive fostered two wars in a single generaSince the average Southerner was way, identified the unions with the
tion.
approach
to
t^ie
problems
of
the
world
must understand that neither comThree years ago, Winston Churchill a basic individualist, it was difficult forces that were trying to destroy all
munism nor democracy can, in the and one that she hopes will further
said
in a speech, "But let there be no to keep an organized union going. the South held dear. In recent years,
the
cause
of
peace
and
friendship
near future be annihilated.
The Southerner was willing to join this linking of unions to radical
However if we look at the situation among the nations." This was printed mistake upon one point, without a
an organization merely for fact of causes has led to violence against
United
Europe
there
is
no
prospect
of
by
the
"New
York
Times"
on
April
objectively, we will note that throughjoining. W. J. Cash, in his book, "The labor organizers. The director of the
world
government.
It
is
the
urgent
20,
1949.
Here
we
have
tried
to
prove
out the history of men, opposing
Mind of the South, states, "He (The CIO's southern membership drive anideals have lived side by side in peace. that most of the smaller nations of and indispensible step towards the Southern worker) was willing enough nounced that during the 1946 drive,
Many years ago Moslems and Chris- the world believe that a third world realization of that ideal."
17 organizers were beaten, apparentThe difficulties of creating a truly to join unions as a novelty, and to
tians fought each other "to the end," war is not inevitable and they are
strike. It was part of his simple ly with tacit colusion from law enUnited
Europe
are
staggering.
Tariff
waiting
for
a
peaceful
settlement
of
yet both have survived and are, today,
forcement officials. This demonstrates
and passport boundaries should be childlike psychology—that he was
the world's political difficulties.
living side by side in peace.
that anti-union sentiment is strong
willing
to
join
anything
in
sight,
from
There are difference between ComRussia has, in the past six years, demolished. A centralized government a passing circus or the Holy Rollers in some areas of the South.
munism and democracy which cannot had to recover from a German in- is needed which has enough power to up—or down." The worker however
The South sometimes, boasts of its
be overlooked, instead they must be vasion. Much of western Russia was erase these artificial separations of did not identify himself with a social cheap labor. Certainly we should conEurope.
Education
would
play
a
large
faced with the will and determi- left barren by the retreating Germovement, and often because of the sider carefully before we base our
nation which will result in peace on man armies. Because of this, it is part in giving each Eurpean a view large reserve of Southern manpower progress on this condition. Labor
of
Europe
as
a
unified
continent
and
earth and good will towards men.
extremely doubtful if Russia could
strikes had little or no effect on the Unions in the North have been reAccording to Marx theory of So- start an aggressive war. It is also not as a loose collection of individ- manufacturer.
sponsible for raising the living standualistic
states.
cialism, the end justifies the means equally doubtful if the U.S. would
ards and bettering the working conThe
first
real
Labor
revolt
in
the
If the United Nations would vigorand revolution to gain control is ac- start an aggressive war in the near
ditions of the working man. In this
ously strive towards the ideal of a South occurred in March and April
ceptable; these ideas are in very future.
of 1929. Suffering from wage cuts field, they have performed a great
United
Europe,
it
would
gain
a
large
sharp contrast to American idoligies
In view of these realization, it
and other abuses, workers almost service for the nation. While there is
and principles. Although both govern- seems a little rediculous to assume a measure of the respect and confidence spontaneously left their jobs in mills some questions about how much power
so
necessary
to
prevent
future
conments consider themselves democratic third world war inevitable.
in Greenville, S. C, Elizabethtown, they should have, this does not alter
flicts.
/
type governments, Russia is governed
Now that we have discussed war,
the record of their past usefulness.
by a policy of government for the let us discuss peace.
more harmful than the armements good statesmanship in our policy to- There is no question that labor unions
people assuming the masses not
If we are to have peace, the present race is in that it does a better job of wards Germany, much political tension can help the South. We might find
capable of self rule; the U. S. is run armament race must end. Millions of keeping the big powers apart than can be removed. The! Quakers feel that the South's real future lies not
on a policy of government by the peo- dollars are being foolishly wasted in
that U.S. and Russia should sign a in the exploitation of cheap labor, but
the armements race.
ple assuming the general will of the buying and building armements.
peace pact with a unified Germany, in the improvement of the Southern
If
the
arms
threat
and
blockade
people should determine the political These weapons will probably never be
pull out all occupation troops from working man's situation.
used and there are much better uses were not present, arranging a peace Germany and have a free election
course of the government.
—Dave Cumming.
Most of the smaller nations of the to which these dollars could be spent. conference between East and West there to determine whether the Gerand
agreeing
on
comprimises
would
World whose geographic position enman people prefer democracy or comThe blockade is as needless, point-1
ables them to choose between Western less and useless as the armement race. not be as difficult as it is. Likewise, munism.
"WHERE THE GANO
Democracy and Eastern Communism However, the blockade is probably if a peace conference were arranged
Next we should establish trade reand important c o m p r o m i s e s did lations with an allied Germany and
follow, the armament race and block- have the Ruhr coal and steel producGATHERS"
World Events Five Point Program for the South
ade both could be terminated without tion and distribution controlled by a
1. Better and equal education for all.
injury to the pride or prestige of U.N. committee. We should then use
2. Better balance between agriculture and industry.
either of the nations involved.
Germany's geographic situation as a
3. Promotion of equalitarian democracy.
It is with the above stated facts in friendly meeting place and proving
4. Integragation of Negro and other minority groups into region life.
mind that the Quakers decided on ground for peaceful East-West' rela5. Development of confidence in the South.
their peace proposals as a realistic tions.
Corner of Third Street and
approach towards a peaceful settleThis is in brief the Quaker peace
West Peachtree
ment of the present poltical crises.
proposal.
Following are some of the Quaker
—Seymour Barcum.
proposals for peace not yet mentioned.
533 W . Peachtree St.
Next to Nurses' Home
Americans and Russians as individRegular 25c SPIRAL COMPOSITION BOOK 19C
i AIR CONDITIONED
uals live well side by side; both have
a spirit of independence and a love
FREE GIFTS TO ALL TECH STUDENTS
50c — One meat and three vegetables and drink — 50c
for freedom. This is one of the first
Assortment of eight meats and fifteen vegetables
points which should be capitalized
TECHWOOD VARIETY 5c and 10c STORE
35c - BREAKFAST ANYTIME - 35c
on.
(1 Block from GRANT FIELD)
124
MERR1TTS AVENUE, N. W .
One egg, bacon or sausage, grits, toast and jelly, coffee
The Quakers also believe that, with
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Hiles Sets Pool Record
As Jackets Nip Florida
By Paul Berg

ATLANTA,

GEORGIA

Tech Matmen Defeat
Commodore Graplers
By 19-8 Score Here

Tech Seeks Second Win
Over Tigers Tomorrow

The Tech matmen defeated Vanderbilt 19-8 last Saturday night in the
Tech gym. It was the second meeting
of the two teams, Tech having previously beaten the Commodores at
Vanderbilt.
Only Vanderbilt Wins
A draw between Crew and Ivey in
the 128 pound class and decisions in
the 136 and 165 pound class were the
only Vandy victories. They did, however, escape without a pin being
scored on them. The match was not
as one-sided as the score would indicate. Each match was well fought
and interesting to watch. Ray Beck
gained an uncontested victory for
Tech in the heavyweight class. Beck
is regarded as one of the most promising wrestlers in the Southeast today and will bear a lot of watching
in future matches.
Tech Men Improved
The Tech matmen seem to have
learned a lot from the rugged opponents they have faced in the past few
weeks. They showed a good deal of
improvement over their past performances. With the experience they
have gained, Coaches Miller and Griffith expect them to present a strong
threat in the Southeastern A.A.U.
next month.

By Gene Lorenz

For their third consecutive road game, the Yellow Jacket cagers journey
tomorrow night to Auburn. It will be the second meeting of these two quintets this season.
Georgia Tech copped an impressive 65-49 victory over the Plainsmen
in the Tech gymnasium early in Janu- highest -total, in the first Tech-Auary. That was the first home game for burn contest. However, Tech's Bill
the White and Gold after their trek Cline, in his typical outstanding deduring the Christmas vacation. They fensive role in the keyhole, had held
displayed a set of tricky plays and
Lynn to only 8 points until Cline foulcomplete mastery of the ball that ed out late in the game. After that,
dazzled and confused the Auburn five. with Tech lacking anyone else of
Made Field Goals
Cline's stature to guard him, Lynn
A good measure of the margin of added 9 points to his game total.
victory in that game can be accredited
Mel Dold Leads
to the Yellow Jackets' exceptionally
Yellow Jacket individual scoring
high percentage of field goals made. stacks up like this: Leading is Mel
Tech hit 25 goals out of 61 shots for Dold with 277 points, and in second
an amazing 4 1 % , while Auburn, place is "Coal - Miner" Anderson,
previously seventh in the nation in Tech's All-SEC forward, with 266
shooting, made only 17 out of 77 for points to his credit. Next among the
22%.
starting five is Mickey Sermersheim,
Jacket scoring was closely grouped who has tallied 234. Joe Keener has
in the January tilt. Mel Dold, with scored 219, and Bill Cline has hit the
13 points, was high man for Tech. hoop for 217 markers. The five reJoe Keener hit the hoop for 12 mark- serves have added scoring punch also,
ers, while Colin Anderson and Bill headed by Teeter Umstead's 116
Cline each tallied 11 points.
tallies. Barry Blemker has dumped in
Plainsmen Are Third
46 points, Benny Register has acCoach Joe Eaves, former cage men- counted for 27, and Bob Riedel has
tor at Murphy High School here in come up rapidly to a 23-point total.
Atlanta, has guided his Auburn hoop Jim Fritch, just back in action after
squad to a higher position than they a spell in the infirmary, swished 4
have ever before held in the South- points against Kentucky last Satureastern Conference. The Plainsmen day to bring his total up to 23
are presently holding down third markers also.
place in league standings. Although
they slipped from their hot pace in
losing to a mediocre L.S.U. squad last
week, with continued good play the
and Edleson). Time, 3:04.3.
War Eagles can assure themselves
220-Yard Freestyle—Prevatt ( F ) , Chapman
(T) and Wynroth ( F ) . Time, 2:20.8.
the number three spot in the SEC.
50-Yard Freestyle—L. Brown ( F ) , Ridout ( F ) ,
Auburn has not ended a regular seaand Harrison ( T ) . Time, :24.5.
DIVING—Ridout ( F ) , Mulherin (T) and son's play in better than fourth place.
Philips ( F ) . Points, 95.8.
100-Yard Freestyle—L. Brown ( F ) , Harrison
The Plainsmen have overcome their
By Lew Levenson
(T) and Mathes ( T ) . Time, :56.2.
150-Yard Backstroke—Hiles (T), T. Brown bitter rivals, the 'Bama Crimson Tide,
The intramural bowling leagues
(F) and Harp (T). Time, 1:42.4.
in all three of their encounters this met last Friday night winding up
200-Yard Breaststroke—Towles ( T ) , Grriffin
(T) and Randall ( F ) . Time, 2:31.9. (Varsity season. Auburn made it three in a two-thirds of the bowling season.
record.)
row over Alabama with a 67-58 win
The Sigma Alpha Epsilon alleymen
last Saturday. They have dropped two
For Something Different
games to league-leading Vanderbilt met and downed the Pi Kappa Alpha
bowlers. SAE took two games while
by scores of 58-47, and 63-51.
TRY
PiKA eked out one win. The Sigma
Lynn Is High Scorer
Chi keglers threw over Kappa Alpha
REAL ITALIAN RAVIOLI
Bill Lynn, six foot five inch Auburn
ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
pivotman, is in the thick of the race two to one in three very close games.
Delta Sigma Phi came through to
for second place honors in conference
COLD CUTS
take all three games from Tau Kappa
individual
scoring.
Kentucky's
Bill
STEAKS • CHOPS
Spivey has virtually cinched the top Epsilon for the match. Phi Kappa
CUBAN SANDWICHES
rung in that department, and it ap- Sigma turned out in full force to
pears that the runner-up spot will fall claim the match over Chi Psi by a
either to Lynn or to Bob Schloss from score of two to one.
Injuries Cause Cancellation
Georgia. The Plainsmen's star center
Peachtree and 10th
Kappa Sigma was forced to cancel
made 17 points, for the evening's
their match with Beta Theta Pi due
to an avalanche of injuries to their
team, such as sprained ankles, turned
feet, and just plain sickness. The
game will be made up at a later date.
Tau Kappa Epsilon decided to forfeit to Pi Kappa Phi since they
couldn't agree to a later match. Tau
Epsilon Phi conquered Phi Gamma
Delta in a 2-1 match. AEPi drew a
bye for the week due to the Newman
Club dropping out of the league durThe Style Center of the South
ing the early part of the season.

The mighty efforts of Captain Johnny Hiles and the strategy of Coach
Freddy Lanoue were the principal factors behind the University of Florida's
first swimming defeat of the season. Saturday afternoon the Jacket mermen
nipped the Gators by the score of 38-37 in the Tech pool.
Hiles, one of the most vesatile mermen ever to preform at Tech, set a put Tech ahead. The boys from
new pool record in the 150-yard back- 'Gatorland then proceeded to capture
stroke event, upsetting Florida's Tom the next four events before Hiles'
timely victory.
Brown.
Eight points were needed for the
Towles Betters Own Record
victory with only the 440-yard freeWith his backstroke victory, Hiles style and the 400-yard freestyle relay
cut Florida's lead to 28-22. This was remaining.
followed by Tech's famous one-two
Lanoue Uses Strategy
punch. Tommy Towles, SEC champCoach Freddy Lanoue pulled his
ion, came through with a victory in
the 200-yard breaststroke, to better master stroke of the season by holding
his own record with teammate Page Hiles', conference freestyle champion,
Griffin following in the second spot. out of the 440-yard event in hopes
Tech now led the previously unbeaten of nipping Florida in the finale.
Having settled for a third in the
Florida team 30-29.
Tech's 300-yard medley relay team, 440, Lanoue played his trump in the
consisting of Hiles, Towles, and Bert finale and won. His gamble had been
Edleson, had copped the opening successful.
Bert Edleson, Charlie Harrison, and
event, setting a new pool record to
Johnny Chapman swam the first three
laps of the deciding event and
Florida's Bobby Prevatt held a slight
D. S. Rushton Invites You to:
advantage over Hiles as they plunged
D. S. RUSHTON
into the pool for the last leg. It was
anybody's race until the final lap, but
BARBER SHOP N o . 1
with a great burst of speed, Hiles
667 W . Peachtree Street, N . E.
forged ahead to edge Prevatt by
and
inches.
Meet Bulldogs Saturday
D. S. RUSHTON
The victory gave the Techsters The Bulldogs have defeated the YelBARBER SHOP No. 2
their fifth victory against three de- low Jackets at Athens previously this
Corner of North Ave. a n d Spring St.
feats. Tech's next meet and the last season.
dual
affair of the season at home will
RESULTS
J. J. BAUGH, Manager
be against Georgia here Saturday. 300-Yard Medley Relay—Tech (Hiles, Towles

Two things every
college m&n, slwuld know I
$
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«L> • This is a Father, The kin you love
to touch. Crusty old character. Wants you
to be college-bred, but knows it's a four-year loaf
with his dough. Spends time wondering
how you'll turn out and when you'll turn in,
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SAE, Delta Sigs Win
As Bowling Leagues
Enter Final Rounds

ROXY'S

headquarters for the South

^Sm This is the "Manhattan" Burt.
A doll-up, button-down with the soft roll
that's the college man's staple diet,
White and solid colors—all Size-Fixt
(average fabric residual shrinkage 1% or less).
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The Manhattan
Wm

"Burt" Button Down
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Oxford in white
and Spring Colors . . . $3.95

CAMPUS

FAVORITE
Furnishings — First Floor

PEACHTREE-WALTON AND BROAD STREETS

His girl was dejected
Until she detected . • •
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HEINE'S BLC-NO
PIPE TOBACCO
SUTLIFF TOBACCO CO., 43 Fwnont, 5. f„ Calif.
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Bill Spivey Makes Forty Points
As Wildcats Beat Tech 97-62
m

Kentucky's Court Supremacy Shown Managers to Pick
Intramural All-Star
As Conference Tourney Approaches
Teams By Saturday
By Paul Barnett, Jr.

Anderson Picked on AU-SEC Squad
As the Southeastern Conference basketball season approaches that all
important tournament in Louisville, the Associated Press has named its
1950 All-Southeastern Conference cage squad. Billy Joe Adcock, Commodore
senior, was named as captain of this second annual poll on the strength
of his overwhelming choice. The Kentucky Wildcats placed two men on the
first team: Jim Line, a senior and long, lanky sophomore pivotman, Bill
Spivey, who this past weekend dropped in forty points against our Yellow
Jackets. The Greenie's Jim Riffey was the number four man on the squad.
Rounding out the first squad is Tech's own Colin Anderson. Anderson,
who in the opinion of several coaches and officials, was the most underrated player in the Southeast last season was the spark of the Tech outfit this entire year. When Andy was on, Tech was on. Colin is a senior
this year and will be Coach McArthur's only loss. His absence will be
conspicious next season when the White and Gold courtmen take to the
hardwoods.
The A. P. also picked a second and third team this year. The second
team is composed entirely of juniors. Kentucky placed their third member
on this team in the person of Walter Hirsch. Bob Schloss, Georgia's 6'8"
center, won out over Tennessee's Art Burriss for second team pivot spot.
Auburn's Don Lanford, Mississippi State's Herbert Hargett, and Tulane's
Mel Payton round out the second squad. Along with Burriss on the third
team are Healey of Georgia, McKenzie of Alabama, Lynn of Auburn and
a tie between Meador of L.S.U. and Taenzler of Florida.

Track Team Suffers Set Back

K

Coach Norris Dean's hopes for the coming track season suffered
two severe jolts last week when his star distance runner, "Red" Smith,
broke a bone in his right foot and sprinter Jack Patterson sprained his
ankle in practice. The Thinclads open up this week in Chapel Hill with
the North Carolina Indoor Invitational Tournament. The next meet on
their schedule following the N.C.I.I.T. is the Florida relays which will
be held in Gainesville on March 25.
Smith was Coach Dean's number one distance man. "Red" also captained the 1949 Yellow Jacket cross-country squad. In 1948 the lanky redhead was the cross-country individual titlest. Patterson, who is from Coach
Bobby Dodd's hometown of Kingsport, Tennessee, was counted on heavily
in both the 100 and 220 yard dashes. Jack was a member of the 1949 Baby
Jacket grid squad and will be proving his worth on the gridiron in the
years to come.
The cindermen should do pretty well in the dual meets this season,
despite the loss of Buddy Fowlkes, George Bailey, and George Saxon.
Saxon did the heavy work with the discus and shot-put. Fowlkes and
Bailey were one-two in the sprints. Fowlkes took fourteen points in the
Conference meet last year and four first places in the A.A.U. competition, winning the broad jump, the low hurdles, and the 100 and 220
yard dashes.

Good Luck to A New Writer

All doubts as to Kentucky's court supremacy were wiped out Saturday
night as the Wildcats bounded over the Jacket cagers 97-62. The combined
score of 159 set a new SEC record by a margin of six points.
The gallant but outclassed Engineers came closest to closing the gap
midway in the first half, when Melvin
Scoreboard
Dold hit the hoop to bring Tech withGEORGIA TECH
in three points, 13-16. From then on
FG FT P F T P
f .
5
13
there was no stopping the Kentucky Anderson,
Keener, f —
5
0
crew as they continued to rack up Blemker, f ...
2
Riedel, f
their biggest score this season. How- Cline,
c
ever the tilt got off to a slow start, Dold, g
with neither team scoring until al- Sermersheim,
Umstead, g .
most two minutes when Spivey got Fritz, g
23
16
23 62
the first two pointer.
KENTUCKY
PF TP
^Spivey Breaks Record
Hirsche, f
3
18
Bill Cline certainly had his hands Line, f
4
King,
f
0
full in trying to control Spivey, who
Linville, f
2
put forth the best offensive effort of Morgan,
f
16
0
0
his career. He racked up forty points Spivey, c
4
2
Layne,
c
0
against Tech, and in so doing broke
5
g
1
0
Alec Groza's individual SEC record Barnstable,
Watson, g
0
of 38 for points scored in one game. Strong, g 1
0
Pearson, g
In an attempt to hold Spivey's scor- Whitaker,
g
Totalsg
38
21
22
97
ing spree down, three men were used Newton,
Free throws missed—Hirsch 1; Pearson 1 ;
to guard him in the last three or Spivey;
Anderson 1; Cline 2 ; Keener 2 ; Dold
four minutes.
2 ; Umstead 1 : Reidel 1.
Halftime score—Kentucky 50, Tech 29.
Cline Leads Jackets
Officials—Chest and Bowers.
Cline led the scoring for the Tech- in Jacket scoring along with Dold.
The 'Cats connected on 39.5 percent
sters with 15 points, as most of his
goals were made from outside the of their attempted goals, while the
pivot spot. Colin Anderson, who it Yellow Jackets made good 23 percent
was learned that same day had been of their attempts. This defeat leaves
one of the forwards selected for the Tech with a 6-8 won-lost conference
first All SEC cage team, sank six recrod, and gives the Ruppmen a 9-2
field goals and one free toss for 13 count.
markers, to take second place honors
(Continued on Page 8)

Tech Gymnasts Bow to FSU
In SEAAU Tourney Saturday
The Yellow Jacket gymnasts journeyed to Tallahassee, Florida last weekend to face the powerful Florida State University aggregation in the SEAAU
gymnastic tournament, and the Techmen bowed 68-44. In the meet held Saturday night in the FSU gymnasium, the Jackets, reigning SEC champs, were
only able to take two first places in
noles are undefeated in regular seatheir effort to earn a trip to Chicago.
son competition.
Florida to Go to AAU
High man for the meet was Bill
The tournament in Florida was to Roetzheim, of Chicago, who acquired
decide southeastern representative to 24 points for his team. Roetzheim
the annual Midwestern AAU tourna- took first place in every event he enment, which will be held in Chicago tered. Bob Anderson, of Atlanta, was
next weekend, and the Floridians took highpoint man for the Jackets, as he
little time to show where the power annexed twelve points for the White
lay. The results of the meet were not and Gold.
The only first places taken by the
unexpected, however, as the SemiTechsters were in the tumbling and
trampoline competition.

The sports staff of The Technique would like to extend its sincerest
best wishes for a most successful future to the Atlanta Journal's newest
addition to its sports staff, Jimmy Jordan. Jordan, who was for four years,
the spark plug of the Tech grid machine, will now add his t>wn experiences
and color to the reporting of football in this section of the country. We are
sure that Tech's little "Freight Train," with his understanding of football
and everything that has to do with sports, will be a welcomed addition to
the already fine sports staff of the Atlanta Journal. Good luck Little Jim!
On the intramural front this week, plans have been announced for
the second annual intramural all-star tournament, and we would like to
The organizational meeting for
devote some little space to a discussion of the event. The class officers,
intramural swimming will be
who have done the work of organizing the tourney deserve a lot of
held in the gym Wednesday night,
credit for taking the responsibility of getting the teams together and
and all teams interested in parrunning the affair off. In our opinion, it is actually the place of the
ticipating in this event are urged
Bulldog Club, in whis hands lies the entire intramural program, to work
to send representatives to this
out any event such as this, but that is neither here nor there—the
meeting. Any team not repretournament will go on. We hope that this year the response to the tour, sented at this meeting will not be
nament will be better than that shown last year, for there was very
allowed to enter the event, which
little interest shown except by the players themselves.
is scheduled for Friday evening,
Another phase of the intramural program is scheduled to begin March
March tenth.
tenth, and all managers are reminded of the organizational meeting for
swimming to be held Wednesday night in the gym. With the meeting scheduled for only two weeks before the opening of the meet, it will be impose
sible to postpone entries for this event, and all teams are urged to have
representatives at the meeting on time. While this is only an organizational
meeting, it serves to remind all aspiring swimmers to get out and practice
Tues.-Wed., Feb. 21-22
for the event. The teams with the strongest and largest representation stand
the best chance to float off with the honors, so let's see everyon get in "ClamityJane& Sam Bass"
the swim.
I N TECHNICOLOR

Plans for an intramural all-star
basketball tourney have been formulated by the various class officers, and
the tourney is scheduled to be held
early in March.
Each class will be represented in
the tournament, with the players to
be selected by the various team managers The managers are to turn in
their selections to Ken Farmer, box
2432, not later than Saturday noon.
Each team competing in the regular
intramural basketball competition has
been allotted two players in the tournament, one of which must be either
a junior or senior, and the other must
be either a freshman or sophomore.
Upon receiving the selections from
the teams, Farmer will turn them
over to the coaches of the four teams
for final selection of starting fives.
Coaches for the teams will be selected
from the ranks of the varsity basketball squad with the coaches being
members of the classes they are
coaching.
Blanks for selection of players are
now in the hands of the managers of
the various intramural teams, and
they must be turned in by Saturday
in order to be included on the all-star
squad. The original deadline for selections was tomorrow afternoon, but
this has been extended to allow the
teams to make a more careful selection.

Swim Meet to Be On TV
The Tech-Georgia swim meet
to be held this Saturday afternoon, February 25, in the Tech
pool will be televised beginning
at four o'clock. This is a return
meet between the Jackets and the
Bulldogs. The Georgia team won
over Tech several weeks ago in
Athens by a score of 40-35.

Superior Laundry
"Bundles of Satisfaction"
"SANITONE" DRY CLEANING

664 W. Peachtree, N.W.
665 Spring St., N.W.

Intramural Meeting

TECHWOOD THEATRE

Thurs.-Fri., Feb. 23-24
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AND
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C. D. LeBey & Co.
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.
ATLANTA, GA.
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Safety Engineers Meeting
Will Be Held in Memphis
Members of the American Society of Safety Engineers from all over
the South will gather in Memphis for their annual eastern regional meeting
on March 5, W. N. Cox, Jr., head of the Department of Safety Engineering
at Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, and eastern regional representative for ASSE, announced today.
Several hundred safety engineers
are expected to attend the meeting,
which will be held on the opening day
(Continued from Page 3)
a pair to the national tournament for of the three-day Southern Safety Contwo years straight, and since Tech ference and Exposition. The safety
has entered only twice, it is "batting engineers will meet at 4 p. m., March
one-hundred percent." However, after 5, in the Peabody Hotel, where the
the pairs reached Chicago the* tale conference headquarters will be lohas been somewhat different. Neither cated. One of the principal conference
Lichty and Wren (1948), nor Bolton speakers wil be Gov. Sid McMath of
and Boissy (1949), did very well at Arkansas, who will address the banthe Nationals. This was one of the quet meeting the evening of March
main purposes in the organizing of the 6, at the Peabody.
bridge club. The hands for the NaCox Will Preside
tional tourney are dealt out the first
Mr. Cox, who will preside at the
round just as in the Tech tournament safety engineers' meeting, announced
and the weekly tournament held by that A. D. Caddell, executive secrethe bridge club every Friday night.
tary of ASSE, Chicago, will report to
Decided Advantage
the meeting on national activities of
It is very evident that belonging the society and discuss chapter work.
to the bridge club is a decided ad- Chapters of ASSE throughout the
vantage in playing tournament-bridge. South are expected to have large deleOut of the top eight pairs in this gations in attendance at the meeting,
year's Tech tournament only one pair
The Southern Safety Conference,
and one-half of another pair, were of which the regional meeting of
not members of the bridge club. It ASSE will be a part, has set up
is hoped by the advantage thus gained eighteen meetings covering practically
that Tech pairs in the future that every phase of accident prevention in
journey to Chicago will "bring home industrial operations, traffic, schools,
some bacon" by virtue of their* added farms, and homes,) Mr. Cox added.
The conference is open to anyone who
experience in duplicate play.
Mrs. Wagar and Mr. Daniel were desires to attend '
both very instrumental in organizing
the Tech Bridge Club. The first halfdozen sessions were directed by Mr.
Daniel until officers of the club learned how to direct and score a duplicate
session. At present, one" of the four
Since the SEC track meet were
inaugurated in 1933, L.S.U. has
emerged victorious every year except
four. On these four occasions, the
(Continued from Page 7)
Bayou Tigers have finished in the
Three-fifths of Tech's starting five runner-up position.
fouled out in the second half. Joe
Each time the Bengals have been
Keener drew his fifth foul after five edged out, the culprit has been a Georminutes of the second period, and gia squad. Tech has been victorious
Dold and Anderson each left in the three times while the Athenstown thin
closing minutes.
clads have won once.
Wednesday night at Auburn the
Ironically enough, Tech holds the
Jackets will mix it up with the Tigers record for both the highest and lowbefore starting anew in the SEC est winning scores. In 1935, the
tournament March 2-4. The Atlanta Jackets set the pace with 92% points
cagers are yet to win a game while for the high mark and last year the
on the road, and a victory over highly low record was established with
regarded Auburn would be a nice ac- 39-1/5 markers.
complishment. Florida comes three
days later in Gainesville.
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Everybody talks about PLEASURE, but
only ONE cigarette has really done something about it.

Election of officers for AIChE was
held Thursday, February 9, and the
following were elected:
President, Wayne McWhorter; vicepresident, Robert Mann; secretary,
Henry Lamothe; treasurer, James
Mewke; and St. Pat Council representative, John Hammond.
It was stressed at the meeting, that
all members should think of ideas for
Engineers Day and inform Bob Mann,
Box 1426 of their ideas as soon as
possible.

That cigarette is PHILIP MORRIS!

Remember: less irritation means more pleasure.
And PHILIP MORRIS is the ONE cigarette proved

definitely less irritating, definitely milder,
than any other leading brand.
NO OTHER aGARETTE
CAN MAKE THAT STATEMENT.

YOU'LL BE GLAD TOMORROWYOU SMOKED PHILIP MORRIS TODAYI

PHIUP MORRIS
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